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Josephson tunnel junctions with integral SIN shunting.
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This work is devoted to the study of tunnel Josephson superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) junctions

with a new type of shunting based on the usage of an additional superconductor-insulator-normal metal (NIS)
junction located around the SIS junction. Numerical calculations of the parameters of such shunted junctions

were carried out and modeling of their IVC (current-voltage characteristics) was performed. The designed samples

were manufactured, their parameters were studied. To investigate the behavior of junctions under the influence of

high-frequency signals in the sub-THz range, their IVCs were measured.
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1. Introduction

The bypassed Josephson transitions are necessary for the

creation of generators and receivers of radiation of THz-

and sub-THz-band, superconductor quantum interferome-

ters (SQUIDs), one-quantum digital devices. Bypassing

provides a hysteresis-free voltamper characteristic while

maintaining a sufficiently high characteristic voltage (and,
accordingly, a characteristic frequency) [1]. Typically, thin-

film resistors [2,3] are used as bypasses, but this method has

drawbacks (large structure size, high parasitic inductance,

which reduces the operating frequency of devices) [4].
To address these shortcomings, a new type of bypass

was proposed, consisting in the manufacture of tunnel

SIS-transitions with integral bypassing by SIN-transition,

arranged around the main transition and manufactured with

it in the same technological process (Fig. 1). The internal

radius of the SIN-transition is determined by the radius of

the SIS-transition, the external one is selected taking into

account the required resistance. More detailed description

of the manufacturing technology and first results can be

found in [5].

The new method of bypass SIN- transition allows to

significantly reduce the total size of topology and, conse-

quently, to reduce the parasitic inductance of the bypass,

which positively affects its operation in the high frequency

range. Other ways of internal bypassing are known, which

also allow to reduce the size of the structure. There

is a way to bypass by manufacturing transitions with a

very high current density [2], but with this method it is

necessary to produce transitions of a small size (transition

area less than 0.1µm2) and with a very thin layer of

insulator (order of several atomic layers), such a process

is difficult to control. Another method is to manufac-

ture a Josephson transition with a layer of conductive

substances, for example, Nb1−yTiyN/TaxN/Nb1−yTiyN [6].
The disadvantage of this method of bypassing is the low

reproducibility of the required parameters. Studies done [7]
show that even samples made on a single substrate vary

greatly in the critical currents Ic and normal resistance Rn

due to stoichiometry violation.

Thus, the method of integral INS-bypass proposed by us

has a number of advantages compared to its analogues. This

paper examines the characteristics of such transitions.

2. Simulation

To determine the geometric parameters of transitions with

a high characteristic voltage of Vc = IcR (Ic — critical

current of the Josephson transition, R — total bypass

resistance and switching voltage below the energy gap)
and one-digit VAC (in this case, the McCamber parameter

βc = (2π/8o)IcR2C . 1 [1,8], where Phio — quantum

magnetic flux, C — junction capacitance) were calculated

(Fig. 2). The radius of the bypass ranged from 1.5 to 4µm.

The radius of the shunt ranged from 1.5 to 4µm.

Fig. 2 shows that in order to achieve a larger characteristic

voltage at a lower betac it is required to produce transitions

with high current density (small tunnel resistivity RnS).
In the frame of the numerical simulation, the VAC of the

transition with the integral INS bypass (Fig. 3) was also

calculated, using the expression for the analytical VAC of
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Figure 1. a — SIN-transition integral bypassing scheme; b — section diagram.
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Figure 2. Calculation of parameters of transitions with SIN-bypassing, depending on the outer radius of the bypass and for areas of

SIS-1.4 and 2.8 µm2 . a — characteristic voltage Vc ; b — hysteresis parameter βc and c — cumulative voltage of bypass and transition

Rjtotal below the energy slit for specific tunnel resistance RnS = 35� ∗ µm2; d — βc and e — Rjtotal for RnS = 7� ∗ µm2 .
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Figure 3. Numerical calculation of a quasi-partial branch of

VAC of SIS-transition Nb-Al/AlOx-Nb bypassed by SIN-transition.

T = 4.2K. On the inset there is VAC SIN-transition Al-AlOx-Nb

with which the bypassing is carried out. Radius of SIS-transition

r1 = 0.95 µm; external bypass radius r2 = 2 µm; specific tunnel

resistance RnS = 30� ∗ µm2; calculated transition parameters

with such dimensions and RnS: Vc = 1300 µV and βc = 30. The

dotted line — the calculated critical current values on the straight

branch.

SIN-transition [9]. The developed numerical models allow

to determine what parameters will be at transitions with a

given current density, geometric dimensions of SIS-transition

and bypass; and to determine the necessary parameters for

obtaining transitions with the necessary properties.

3. Experimental Studies

The designed samples were manufactured and examined.

Fig. 4 shows the experimental VAC of the samples with

the integral SIN-bypass for the different external radii of the

bypass. You can see that the proposed bypass design really

works.

Research was also conducted on the characteristics of by-

pass structures when they were exposed to a variable signal.

The generator used was the distributed Josephson Junction

(FFO) [10,11], operating in the range of 300−700GHz; it

was located on the same substrate as the bypass structure.

Fig. 5 shows VAC of the bypass transition without signal

impact and under the influence of signals of 330, 400

and 460GHz frequency (at the stresses of Vn = n~ω/2e
the corresponding Shapiro steps are observed, due to the

synchronization of the Josephson generation by external

signal), and thus we can conclude is that the new type

of bypass works at high frequencies as well.

Fig. 6, a shows VAC of the transition with the in-

tegral SIN-bypass at different signal power at the fre-

quency 410GHz. VAC have been measured to derive

dependencies of double the critical current amplitude, the

amplitude 1st and 2nd Shapiro steps, and the magnitude

estimate of Vc by high-frequency measurements. Step

amplitude with the number n provided that the external

periodic signal frequency ω is less than or equal to the

characteristic frequency of the transition ωc = 2eVc/~, is

given by the formula I±n = IcJn(Iω/Ic) [1], where Jn —
Bessel function of the first order, about n, and Iω —
amplitude of external signal.

The first stage amplitude was measured for different

frequencies, depending on the power of the generator,

which varied due to the change of the current of the

FFO at DC voltage (frequency) [10]. Fig. 6, b, c, d shows

the dependences of the doubled critical current and the

amplitude of the first two current steps on the signal current

amplitude Iω at 410GHz frequency, which in first approx-

imation is proportional to the root of the superconducting

current of PDC at voltage 1mV [11].

Solid lines and dotted lines show dependencies based

on the resistive transition model with a slight attenua-

tion [1,12] — Bessel function of the appropriate order.
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Figure 4. Experimental VAC of transitions with the integral SIN-

bypass, measured in voltage setting mode. The SIS-transition area

S = 1.4 µm2 . The outer radius of the bypass varies from 1.5, µm

to 3.5 µm.
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Figure 5. VAC of transitions with the integral SIN-bypass without

the influence of the signal and under the influence of signals at the

frequency of 330, 400 and 460GHz. At Vn = n~ω/2e the Shapiro

steps are observed.
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These relationships estimate the typical voltage of a bypass

transition of V RF
c at high frequency [1]; good convergence of

oscillations with an unmodified Bessel function at 410GHz

suggests that the value of V RF
c is of order 0.8mV.

Measurements of VAC have been made of bypass tran-

sitions at different temperatures ranging from 4.2 to 8K

(Fig. 7).
Based on the results of these measurements, the critical

current Ic and return current Ir dependences on the voltage

value of the energy slit Vg (Fig. 8, a) were plotted. Of the
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Figure 6. a — VAC of transition with SIN- bypass under

the influence of different power FFO signal at 410GHz; b —
double critical current amplitude Ic ; c — amplitude of the first I1

and d — the second I2 Shapiro step depending on the current

amplitude of the high-frequency signal Iω in relative units. Dots —
experimental data; dependencies for the resistive model, consistent

with the experiment at Iω = 0t, are shown by solid lines; the

same dependencies consistent with the experiment at Iω = 4 are

represented by dotted lines.
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Figure 7. Transition with SIN- bypass at different temperatures

ranging from 4.2K to 8K. The transition area is S = 1.4 µm)2t;
the outer radius of SIN-transition r = 1.5, µm.
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Figure 8. a — Dependence of Ic critical current and return

current Ir on energy slit voltage Vg ; b — dependency of

critical current Ic and return current Ir on temperature (estimated

from Vg). Tc = 9.2K.

value Vg the temperature [13,14] has been estimated, the

results are in Fig. 8, b.

Fig. 8 shows that, as predicted in [1], when the

critical current decreases, and, respectively, the parameter

βc = (2π/8o)IcR2C the ratio Ir/Ic goes to 1, i.e., the

VAC of the transition becomes unambiguous. Results

presented in Fig. 8, b correspond to the calculations made

in [13] within the microscopic theory of superconductivity,

taking into account the proximity effect of a volumetric

superconductor and a thin film of normal metal for SNINS

structures (superconductor-normal metal-insulator-normal

metal-superconductor).

4. Conclusion

The design of the transitions was developed with a new

integral SIN-bypass. Numerical simulations were carried out

and parameters of such transitions were calculated — total

bypass and SIS-transition resistance, characteristic voltage,

parameter of the McCamber hysteresis. The samples were

manufactured, tested by their VAC, as well as behavior

under the influence of high-frequency signal. According to

the results of studies it can be concluded that the proposed

method of bypassing actually functions, including at high
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frequencies. The characteristic voltage from high-frequency

measurements can be estimated from below by the value

of 0.8mV (frequency 400GHz). Temperature measure-

ments have also been made that show how the critical

transition current changes, and therefore the characteristic

voltage depending on the energy slit (temperature).
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